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17 August 2020 
 
To:  
 Members of the Licensing (2003 Act) Sub-Committee – Councillors 

Anna Bradnam, Deborah Roberts and Eileen Wilson 
  
Applicant: The Manor Barn, Harlton 
  
 
Dear Sir/Madam 
 
Please find below the agenda, and attached the relevant papers, for the hearing by the 
Licensing (2003 Act) Sub-Committee on Tuesday 25 August 2020 at 2.00pm of the 
application for a premises licence for The Manor Barn, Manor Farm, Washpit Lane, 
Harlton, CB23 1EY.  The hearing will be held remotely using the Microsoft Teams video-
conferencing system. There will be no access to the meeting at the Council officers, but 
a live stream of the meeting will be available via Microsoft Teams. A web link enabling 
members of the Press and public to view or listen to proceedings, will be published on 
the relevant page of the Council’s website, at least 24 hours before the hearing. 
 
Members are respectfully reminded that when substituting on committees, 
subcommittees, and outside or joint bodies, Democratic Services must be advised of 
the substitution in advance of the meeting.  It is not possible to accept a substitute 
once the meeting has started.  Council Standing Order 4.3 refers. 
 
Yours faithfully 
Liz Watts 
Chief Executive 
 
Requests for a large print agenda must be received at least 48 hours before the 
meeting. 
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1. Appointment of Chair   
 To appoint a Chair for the Sub-Committee.  
   
2. Introductions / Procedure  1 - 4 
 The Chairman will introduce the members of the Sub-Committee and the 

officers in attendance at the meeting. 
 
A copy of the Licensing (2003 Act) Committee procedure is attached. 

 

   
3. Declarations of Interest   
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4. Application for a premises licence for The Manor Barn, Harlton  5 - 60 
 

 

  
 GUIDANCE NOTES FOR MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC FOR REMOTE 
MEETINGS 

 Members of the public are welcome to view the live stream of this meeting, except during the 
consideration of exempt or confidential items, by following the link to be published on the Council’s 
website.  
 
Any person who participates in the meeting in accordance with the Council’s procedure rules, is deemed 
to have consented to being recorded and to the use of those images (where participating via video 
conference) and/or sound recordings for webcast purposes. When speaking, members of the public 
should not disclose any personal information of any individual as this might infringe on the rights of that 
individual and breach the Data Protection Act. 
 
For more information about this meeting please contact democratic.services@scambs.gov.uk  
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SOUTH CAMBRIDGESHIRE DISTRICT COUNCIL 
 

Licensing Act 2003 Sub-Committee 
 

Virtual Hearings Procedure  
 

1. Before the hearing 

 To assist in the conduct of the remote hearing and in case of technical difficulties during 

the hearing, all parties should submit by email to democratic.services@scambs.gov.uk , 

written submissions no later than 24 hours before the hearing is due to start, summarising 

the points they wish to make at the hearing and the outstanding issues. If it is not possible 

to post or submit written representations electronically by email, please contact the 

Licensing Officer by telephone to arrange for comments to be transcribed. 

 All parties making representations will join the hearing by tele-conferencing or video-

conferencing. All parties must provide the Licensing Officer with their email address and 

telephone number, no later than 48 hours before the hearing so they can be provided with 

details to join the hearing. This is to enable arrangements to be made for parties to join 

the hearing remotely.  

 All parties should join the remote meeting 10 minutes before it is due to start in case of 

technical difficulties. All parties will be held in a lobby until they are admitted to the 

meeting. 

 

2. Election of Chair 

 Members of the sub-committee will elect a Chair for the hearing.  

 

3. Introduction 

 The Chair of the sub-committee will welcome and introduce everyone present, giving 

explanations of roles where necessary and outline the procedure to be followed. 

 The hearing will take the form of a discussion to be led by the sub-committee and will take the 

following format: 

 Report from Licensing Officer; 

 Representations from the Police  

 Representations from Responsible Authorities  

 Representations from Interested Parties  

 Representations from The Applicant  

 Members of the sub-committee will be able to ask questions of any party, or the Licensing 

Officer, at the hearing. Questions will be asked at the conclusion of each party’s submission. 

On the conclusion of each party’s submission, the Chair will invite each sub-committee 

member in turn, whether they wish to ask a question/s. If any member of the sub-committee 

subsequently wishes to ask further questions, they should indicate this wish to the Chair by 

using the meeting chat function.  
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 When not speaking, all panel members should mute their microphones. Participants attending 

via teleconference should wait for the Chair to call them to speak.  

 The Chair will ask each party whether they wish to ask questions of any of the other parties. 

The sub-committee will consider any requests for permission to ask questions of other 

parties. The sub-committee will decide if questions are required in order for it to consider the 

case properly. If permission is given to one party, it will usually be given to all other parties. 

 Any person behaving in a disruptive manner will be removed from the meeting. Such a 

person may, before the end of the hearing, submit to the authority in writing by post or email 

to democratic.services@scambs.gov.uk , any information which they would have been 

entitled to give orally had they not been required to leave. If it is not possible to submit this 

information by post or email, the information can be provided orally by telephone to the 

Licensing Officer.  

 Members of the sub-committee will be asked to make any Declaration of Interests. 

 In the event that the Chair or Clerk identifies a failure of the remote participation facility, the 

Chair will declare a recess while the fault is addressed. 

 If it is not possible to address the fault, the meeting will be adjourned until such time as it can 

be reconvened. 

 

4. Witnesses 

The sub-committee will consider any requests from any of the parties to call witnesses. Any such 

requests must be submitted to the Licensing Officer and also by email to 

democratic.services@scambs.gov.uk  at least two working days before the hearing. This is to enable 

arrangements to be made for witnesses to be able to join the hearing remotely should permission be 

granted. 

 

5. New evidence/information  

The sub-committee will consider any requests for permission to present new evidence or information 

not previously disclosed to all the parties and the sub-committee prior to the hearing. The general 

rule is that such information or evidence must not be considered unless all parties at the hearing 

agree to it being considered on the day of the hearing. A request may be made for a short 

adjournment to allow time for everyone to receive copies of the extra information and time to read it. 

 

6. Allocation of time 

Each party will be asked for a time estimate for the presentation of their case. The sub-committee will 

hear all estimates and then allocate each party an equal amount of time to speak. 

 

7. Licensing Officer’s report 

The Council’s Licensing Officer will outline details of the application and representations received by 

the council. No recommendation to members will be made. 
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8. Applicant’s case 

The Chair will invite the applicant to present their case first. They have a right to: 

 address the sub-committee on any points of clarification the council has sought. 

 address the committee generally; and 

 call any witnesses that they have been given permission to call. The applicant must notify the 

Licensing Officer and Democratic Services (democratic.services@scambs.gov.uk) of their 

wish to call any witnesses, at least two working days before the hearing to allow 

arrangements to be made to enable the witness/es to join the hearing remotely should 

permission be granted by the sub-committee. Witnesses may be cross- examined if 

permission is granted. If this happens, the time taken for questions will count towards the 

allocated time of the party asking the questions, not the party answering them. 

 Members of the sub-committee may ask questions of the applicant. The Chair will invite sub-

committee members in turn, to ask questions.  

 

9. Police representations 

The Police will make any representations about the application, with the same rights as listed at s.7. 

Members of the sub-committee may ask questions of the police representative. The Chair will invite 

sub-committee members in turn, to ask questions.  

 

10. “Responsible authorities” representations 

Other “responsible authorities” (Police/Fire/Environmental Health Officer/Social Services/Trading 

Standards/Planning Directorate) will then make representations, with the same rights as listed at s.7. 

Members of the sub-committee may ask questions of those authorities represented. The Chair will 

invite sub-committee members in turn, to ask questions.  

 

11. Any other representations 

Anybody else making representations will go last, with the same rights listed at s.7. Members of the 

sub-committee may ask questions of any person who has made a representation. The Chair will 

invite sub-committee members in turn, to ask questions.  

 

12. Legal advice 

Once all parties have presented their cases to the sub-committee, and the members of the sub-

committee have no more questions for any of the parties, the Council’s Legal Officer will be asked by 

the Chair, to outline any relevant legal guidance. 
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13. Decision-making 

The Live Feed will be closed to allow the sub-committee to consider its decision in private. All 

attendees apart from the sub-committee members, Council’s Legal Officer and Clerk, will be asked to 

leave the meeting while the sub-committee considers its decision. The Council’s Legal Officer and 

Clerk will remain in the meeting with the sub-committee members to advise where necessary and 

take notes of the decision. 

 

14. Notification of decision 

A determination of the case will be made at the conclusion of the hearing and all parties will be 

notified of the decision in writing as soon as possible. The decision will be also be published on the 

Council’s website. 
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South Cambridgeshire District Council 

___________________________________________________________________ 

Report to:  Licensing Sub-Committee (2003 Act) 

Author/s:  Director, Health & Environmental Services 

Date:   25 August 2020 

Lead Officer: Jane Jackson 

___________________________________________________________________ 

The Application 

1. The application for a Premises Licence for The Manor Barn, Manor Farm, 

Washpit Lane, Harlton, CB23 1EY was received by the licensing department.  

(Appendix A) 

 

The application was accompanied by: 

 The required fee 

 An operating schedule (included in the application form) 

 A plan of the premises 

(Appendix B) 

 

The requirements for advertising and displaying relevant notices were carried 

out in accordance with the Licensing Act 2003.  

Background 

2. The premises can be found on Washpit Lane, Harlton which is on the edge of 

the village.   

(Appendix C) 

 

3. As required by the Licensing Act policy, the application was sent to all 

responsible authorities for consultation as part of the licensing application 

process. 

 

4. Notification of the application was sent to 94 neighbouring properties. 

 

5. The Blue Notice correctly displayed, and a notice was placed in the 

Cambridge Evening News on the 23 July 2020  

(Appendix D) 
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6. As part of the application process the applicant has been made aware of the 

representations. 

Relevant Representations   

7. Representations have been received from the interested parties. 

(Appendix E) 

 

An internal memo was received from Environmental Health.  

(Appendix F) 

8. Mediation 

The applicant’s response to the representations was received on the 30 July 2020.  

(Appendix G) 

 

This response was sent to the interested parties along with the Environmental Health 

memo 

 

Officer’s Views 

9. Members when considering the application should be aware that they may 

only take into consideration the parts of the application that represent the 

licensing objectives. 

 

a. The Prevention of Crime and Disorder 

b. Public Safety 

c. The prevention of public nuisance 

d. The protection of children from harm 

 

10. To achieve these objectives the Council will use its full range of powers and 
will engage all relevant responsibilities including planning controls, transport 
controls, crime reduction controls and relevant policies or strategies that will 
promote the Licensing objectives. The Council will work closely with the 
Police, Fire Service, Businesses, community representatives and local people 
in meeting these objectives. 
 

11. Members have the right under the Licensing Act 2003 to determine this 

application after considering any relevant representations, Members may 

 

a. Accept the proposed application as submitted 

b. Reject the application 

c. Agree the application but impose conditions that promote the relevant 

licensing objectives 
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Policy Considerations 

12. The South Cambridgeshire Licensing Policy relating to the Prevention of 
Crime and Disorder, Public Safety, The prevention of public nuisance and The 
Protection of Children from Harm.   

Legal Implications 

13. All parties will maintain a right of appeal to a Magistrate’s Court after the 

determination of this committee. 

 

Contact Officer:  Jane Jackson – Resource Team Leader   

   Telephone: (01954) 713635 

 

Appendix A Copy of application form 

Appendix B Plan of premises 

Appendix C Google map of premises 

Appendix D Photographs of blue notice and newspaper notice 

Appendix E List of representations from interested parties 

Appendix F Representation from Environmental Health 

Appendix G Applicants response to representations  
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List of Representations – The Manor Barn 

6 August 2020 

 

Representation 1 

Despite local objection to noise, traffic and safety, this venue has been granted 

approval for 30 events per annum, excluding exercise classes. 

 

To have the option to serve alcohol for 12 hours per day, every day, at this location 

will inevitably bring further noise, traffic and safety concerns for the local residents. I 

appreciate the proprietors wish to have ‘flexibility’ but this is at the expense of the 

local community.  

 

It is my opinion that the proprietors should continue to apply for temporary event 

notices as dictated by their events bookings 

 

 

Representation 2 

I am writing to you with observations about the above application. 
 
1. Daily usage of the barn. 
It is noted that, theoretically, there could be events taking place every day of the 
week throughout the year. We have no objection to events being staged but we think 
there should be a restriction to three or four events, not seven. 
 
2. It is noted that all guest parking is catered for but that is not our experience when 
cars have been parked elsewhere in the village. We would not have a problem if all 
guests were told that cars must be parked in the area provided. 
 
3. We would have no objection to soft music, like a harp, being played outside, but 
we would not accept anything louder that upsets the piece and quiet of our village. 
Perhaps an external decibel rating should be levied on outside music. 
 

APPENDIX E
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4. Increasing the number of events will no doubt lead into possible crime and 
disorder when guests leave the event after midnight. It will be very difficult to control 
revellers that have been consuming alcohol for several hours. 
 
5. I think we need some clarity on the how and when alcohol will be sold off the 
premises. 
 
I trust you will consider the above when you make your decision 
 

 

Representation 3 

Re: Premises Licence for the Manor Barn, Manor Farm, Harlton CB23 1EY 
 
Harlton is a village of approx 120 properties. 
The Hare & Hounds  pub, High St  is in the centre of the village and was purchased by the 
community in the last 5/6 years. It holds a licence to sell alcohol on & off the premises and 
struggles to survive. 
The Pergola Restuarant situated at the west end of the village also holds a licence to sell 
alcohol on & off the premises. 
The Village Hall is managed by trustees, it holds a few events throughout the year and 
therefore applies for a temporary events notice as necessary. 
 I propose that the granting of a Licence to Manor Barn to sell alcohol off premises is 
inappropriate in this small village. 
 
The map provided indicates that the garden surrounding the Manor Farm House is now 
incorporated into 'the Premises'. (this is possibly a recent addition?) but would indicate that 
the purchase & consumption of alcohol in this area is already allowed.  
If a Licence to sell alcohol on & OFF the premises is procured, this area of garden has the 
potential to be developed and used for many more events of all types & sizes. 
 
The application by Manor Barn for a Licence to sell alcohol and to hold events throughout 
the year, states that Manor Barn would  'in practise, not exceed the 30 days per annum'. The 
Manor Barn already has this ability to hold 30 events per year. This is a situation which a 
group of concerned Harlton residents fought against approx 8/10 years ago. 
 
The noise level emanating from the Manor Barn on event days already causes a nuisance to 
those properties which lie to the west of the 'open doors' of Manor Barn. 
I note that Manor Barn would prevent Wedding guests movement back to the gardens after 
6pm even though this garden is classified as the Premises. 
 
Manor Barn states that once guests move inside the Barn, the only outdoor space available 
to them is a small lawn enclosed with metal fencing. 
My observation of the Manor Barn operation is that guests have ventured much further than 
the 'metal fence' spilling into the road and adjacent fields. 
 
I am concerned that, as is already happening, Manor Farm's actual farming operation will be 
fully and finally contracted out, the Premises Licence and Licence to sell Alcohol on and off 
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the Premises will enable Manor Barn not only to increase the number of Events, the size of 
Events but also the type of Event, well beyond the metal fence. 
 

 

 

Representation 4 

It is not clear from the application if either of the requests are limited to events 
specifically in the Manor Barn or could the venue become a general bar/pub or off 
licence which operated independently. Since the application mentions music and 
alcohol consumption ‘in the garden’ it can only be assumed that the applicants 
intention is that the licence apply to the Manor Farm site generally and not the Manor 
Barn only and this representation is written accordingly. It is also understood that the 
licence granted would be subject to restrictions of the current planning consent but 
an application to amend that consent could change the situation completely. 
 
Harlton is small, active but very peaceful rural village in the heart of Cambridgshire. It 
has one active farm. With 130 households and a population of around 310 it is a 
thriving community with many young families and retired people in residence. 
 
The licensing team should consider the following in reaching a conclusion on this 
application; 
 
Competition with other public houses and places selling alcohol- 
The Hare and Hounds is an attractive Grade 2 listed thatched building, originally two 
farm workers cottages and was converted to a pub in 1889. In 2017 the pub became 
a Community owned pub, owmed by the Hare and Hounds Community Interest 
Company. The pub was a vibrant business and place to meet over many years with 
custom not only from locals but also from people in neighbouring villages, however in 
keeping with all village pubs there is a struggle to generate sufficient trade and the 
pub is only viable with it being subsidised by the community. 
The Wheatsheaf pub and pergola Italian restaurant is also in Harlton Parish and 
other pubs within a 3 mile radius include CamSpice bar and restaurant in Eversden, 
The Rose in Haslingfield, The Hoops and White Horse in Barton, The Three 
Horseshoes in Comberton and the Chequers in Orwell. Other premises selling 
alcohol locally include Wallis Barton Garage, Country Kitchen and the Post Office in 
Haslingfield, the village shops in Comberton and Barrington. 
 
Given the challenges to economic viability faced by rural pubs and shops it can only 
be concluded that the local area is already very adequately served and further 
premises with a licence to sell alcohol for on and off premises consumption every 
day of the week would increase competition and reduce the viability of all these 
existing local premises in particular the Hare and Hounds which is of particular 
importance to the local community. 
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Access- 
The Manor Barn is accessed from Washpit Lane, a single track road, already in poor 
condition given modern traffic. With a venue licenced to sell alcohol for on and off 
premises consumption and playing live and recorded music every day of the week it 
would be logical to conclude a significant increase in traffic movements on a road not 
designed for such volume. 
 
Noise and disturbance- 
Harlton is a linear village with a riband of house alongside the Eversden to 
Haslingfirld road. The Manor Barn and Manor Farm are sett off to the north east of 
the line of the village. Regardless of the distance from the Manor Barn sound carries 
across open fields to the northwest and south east and the noise levels are 
disproportionate given the distance. The Manor Barn is within 150 metres of Harlton 
Church. The surrounding area is a conservation area and playing of live and 
recorded music at the frequency of the application is not appropriate. In Harlton 
Chalk Pit and a number of locations in the village there have been incidences of 
gatherings of underage drinkers. If there is sale of alcohol for off premises 
consumption in the village disturbances of this type will become more common. If the 
licence is granted as requested it is inevitable that there will be significant 
disturbance to the inhabitants of Harlton village. 
 
Other local venues- 
The local area is very well served with venues for events. Harlton, Haslingfield and 
Everden Village Halls. Burwash Manor Barton, Comberton Village College, Lords 
Bridge Arena and Wimpole Hall are all within 3 miles of the venue. It is questionable 
that the area needs an additional venue with a licence for music and alcohol and any 
additional venue will jeopardise the viability of existing venues. 
 
It is recognised that the applicant is trying to diversify their existing business and that 
is commended, however, the application must be considered in the context of the 
location in a peaceful small village and surroundings of the manor barn and the 
following should apply; 

- Licence for alcohol is limited to sale for on premises consumption and limited 
to events in the Manor Barn only and restricted to Friday and Saturday 12:00 
to 00:00 and Sunday 12:00 to 20:00 only. 

- The licence for alcohol sales for off premises consumption is not granted. 

- A licence for live and recorded music is granted but only for performance 
within the Manor Barn itself and that this is allowed subject to sign off by the 
local building officer that the appropriate sound insultation has been installed 
in the Manor Barn. 

 

Representation 5 

I refer to your letter of 8.7.2020 concerning the above. 
The essence of my concern is the noise level generated by weddings at the location. 
I am pleased to note sound proofing has been undertaken, however leaving the large 
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barn doors open until 11pm on warm Spring and Summer evenings, when village 
people are enjoying their gardens, means that the noise level becomes a nuisance to 
a substantial part of this small community, certainly enough to drive people indoors. 
This is not only the sound of live or amplified music but the noise made by an 
outdoor crowd of people enjoying alcohol in an increasingly uninhibited fashion as 
the evening moves on. 
The licence for sale of alcohol on and off the premises suggests the public , whether 
members of a private club or not, can buy drink at any time after the 1200 opening, 
for consumption on or off the premises. Is this Mrs Banks intention? 
I note that it is Mrs. Banks' expressed intention to limit the number of  events to 30 
pa.. However I would point out that her estimate currently of 10-15 events pa 
requiring a Temporary Events Notice is low. As the business has developed , since 
2015 to 2019 the numbers were 15, 19,19, 25 and 30pa.. 
Mrs. Banks' business appears to be in expansionary mode, as farming activities 
have been moved to another location, considerable financial costs spent on works to 
the Barn, all of which suggests a business planning to expand its' activities.  
I am looking for an assurance that the current level of usage of the Premises is 
limited to the 30 events formerly requiring TENs., with more attention paid to ways of 
limiting noise levels when guests move outside the Barn. 
 

Representation 6 

Regarding the Notification for a new Premises Licence at Manor Barn Manor Farm 
Washpit Lane Harlton CB23 1ET 
 
I am writing to object to the above on the grounds stated below. 
 
Manor Barn is set in the middle of a small village. 
Residential buildings are close by and including 6 (I believe) new properties under 
construction within a few metres. 
Live and recorded music which could possibly be for 7 days a week from 12.00 to 
00.00 inside and or outside means noise that is heard now in some instances going 
on for longer and possibly more often. This means windows having to be kept closed 
in residential houses to mitigate noise especially at night time. Plus if allowed during 
the day sitting in gardens could become unpleasant.  
Also alcohol being sold again 7 days a week possibly from 12.00 to 00.00 both for 
use on and off the premises,  could I believe, lead to some unruly behaviour. 
Especially as the Barn is alongside the road with no pavements some dwellings and 
the village pond.  
It is not possible I believe and from what I have seen to stop people walking through 
the village and in the road (there are no pavements by the Barn) and with the best 
staff training in the world, they can only try as they say, to control the guests.  
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Noise from cars and guests leaving the site would again I think be unacceptable for 
30 events and possibly 7 days a week at the stated times. There is no viable public 
transport in Harlton for the stated times.  
 
I am happy for Manor Barn to continue under the licence it already has by way of 
Temporary event notices for the last approximately 10 years for around 10  to 15 
events per year. See section 18 of 21. This I feel is more in keeping with its situation 
in the heart of this village. 
 
A possible seven days a week use seems to be a rather disproportionate amount of 
events and time with regards to the size of the village and with the village church 
right behind and which is use for services especially on Sundays.  
If 30 events are going to be allowed I would also like to know how the event numbers 
will be monitored. 
 

Representation 7 

I am writing to express our considerable concern about this application. Over the last 
7 years there have been many instances when loud music or people shouting late at 
night during events at Manor Farm have kept us awake. The most recent occurrence 
was last weekend 18/19 July 2020. For several days a very large marquis was 
erected in a field in direct line of sight to our bedroom windows (refer to attached 
map). Visitors arrived by car and parked in this field camping overnight. Some of the 
visitors were shouting and singing until well after midnight. We had no option on a 
warm evening but to close all our windows. It has become clear to us, over many 
years, that the person/s responsible for these events have little or no consideration 
for their neighbours and we ask that the proposed licence not be granted. 
 

Representation 8 

 
I write to comment on and object to the above application for a new Premises 
Licence. 
Harlton is a quiet rural village which already has two licensed premises one of which, 
the community owned Hare and Hounds in the centre of the village, can barely 
survive.  The village is certainly not in need of additional licenced premises.  The 
licensing application allows for he facility to be open between the hours of 12 noon 
and 12 midnight ie 12 hours for visitors to the village to become highly intoxicated.  
Visitors, possibly people who would never return, have no vested interest in 
behaving reasonably.  Add to that the probability of similarly unrestricted live music 
and you have a major environmental problem waiting to happen.  Environmental 
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pollution is not only about air pollution, greenhouse gases and plastics.  It is also 
about excessive noise and light and approving this application will undoubtedly lead 
to a major increase in noise and light pollution. 
I note that the application would be restricted to 30 uses per year.  Undoubtedly with 
the possibility of outside and inside live music the majority of these uses would be in 
the summer months and frequently outside and this would be a major intrusion into 
the lives of the majority of residents in the village.  We are already able to hear the 
noise from other events that are held in the Manor Barn even with our double glazed 
windows closed. 
How would the licensing authority police whether or not the consent was being 
adhered to?  Who will monitor and control the noise levels?  Who will monitor the 
drunkenness and unsocial behaviour that ensues?  Previous history with this 
business says that they will push the boundaries and indeed breach them if they are 
not monitored and then use these breaches as a justification for extension/removal 
of previously restricted permissions. 
What good will this do for the village?  I can see many negatives for the village 
population but no positives.  I can see why the Manor Barn business wants the 
licence but to ruin the peaceful lives of the residents of the village purely for Manor 
Barns to make more money is unacceptable. 

 

Representation 9 

As a close neighbour I would like to suggest the following conditions and restrictions 
if a licence is granted. The licence should be for 6 days a week. Monday to Saturday, 
Sundays are still special to many country people. Sale of alcohol should be for 
consumption on the premises only. An ‘off’ licence would take business from the 
community owned pub of which most villagers are share holders. Consumption off 
the premises could result in more empty drink cans thrown from departing cars. 
The most likely source of public nuisance is amplified music which should only be 
permitted within the insulated barn and only when the large west facing doors are 
closed. The west facing timber clad wall of the barn has been insulated to a very 
high standard, but this is less than 20% of the exposed surface area of the building. 
The licence should not be issued until the council’s building inspector confirms that 
the large east and west facing roof has been insulated to the same high standard. 
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Representation 10 

I am writing to express concern about the terms of this licence. It could mean loud 
music and disturbance in the village on every Friday and Saturday night throughout 
the summer months. This is the time of year when venue bookings are likely to be 
most frequent and at the same time when the heat of summer necessitates windows 
being left open during the night when residents are trying to sleep. I consider it very 
reasonable for the Manor Barn to have a licence for alcohol and music until midnight 
on a limited number of nights in the year. But not as many as 1/10 which is what this 
virtually amounts to; while having every Friday and Saturday night in summer ruined 
by music at high volume (usually with an unignorable bass beat) is a most 
unattractive prospect especially for those of us who work at the weekend as well as 
on weekdays. 
 

Representation 11 

Ref. 378402, application for a 7-day, 12.00-00.00 premises licence for The Manor 
Barn, 
Manor Farm, Washpit Lane, Harlton CB23 1EY. 
1. We live at (address withheld), almost at the western extremity of 
Harlton. The Manor Barn is visible and events there audible across open fields. 
 
2. Under Section 10 we object to amplified live music outdoors (but not indoors). 
The suggested “string quartet” would not need amplification, noisier ensembles 
would be disturbing at some distance. 
 
3. Under Section 11 we object to amplified recorded music outdoors (but not 
indoors). The same caveat as para. 3 above applies. 
 
4. Under Section 15 we object to the sale of alcohol off the premises in retail 
quantities (but not to the resale of complete cases of wine/beer/spirits to e.g. 
wedding organisers after the event is over). 
 
5. Under Sections 10, 11, 15, and 17 we object to a licence being granted between 
23.00 and 00.00 on Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday 
evenings. People have to get up for work next day, children have to go to school, 
and late-night exit traffic, even if infrequent as the application suggests, is 
disturbing. Past events at the Barn have been audible enough to prevent sleep, 
when they have continued past 23.00, especially when on hot evenings the main 
doors on the western side of the Barn have been open. 
Under Section 18(d) we therefore ask that the main doors of the Barn are 
closed by 23.00 and that Management monitor this closely; this has not always 
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happened in the past. 
 
6. We also ask under SecSection 18(d) that vacating the car park after 23.00 be 
down Washpit Lane to the A603 and not through Harlton Village along the High 
Street or Eversden Road, since the noise of vehicles, in a mass or in a stream 
over a longer period, is disturbing to residents at the proposed licence limit of 
00.00hrs. 
 

Representation 12 

The Prevention of Public Nuisance 
I think Sundays should be limited hours stopping at 11.00pm. 
Events should not be two continuous days. 
 

Representation 13 

 
Thank you for your letter dated 8 July 2020, enclosing a copy of the Licencing 
Application for the Manor Barn, Manor Farm, Washpit Lane, Harlton Cambridgeshire, 
CB23 1EY.   I understand representations on this application must be made by 5 
August 2020.   Please find below my comments as a resident of Harlton.    
 
1. The Manor Barn is situated at a central point in the village of Harlton.   The 

nearest house to the barn is within but a few yards.   More houses are 
currently being built very near the barn.   Thus it is not an ideal situation for an 
events business, most of which are situated in the countryside away from 
settlements. 

2. There is already a small public house, The Hare & Hounds, in the village 
which has a licence.   To have two venues within one small village with 
Premises Licences is surely too much.   Could they somehow work together 
especially as the public house is community owned. 

3. Noise is a problem as despite sound proofing of the barn, there is inevitably 
‘leakage’ which the door opens and closes, and more possibly despite the 
best efforts of staff. 

4. Noise is also a problem when guests leave in their cars of doors slamming 
and engines staring etc.   Or taxis arriving and departing. 

5. Light pollution is a also a problem.   Ours is a small country village; we did not 
expect an events venue to spring up in the middle of the village with all that 
entails – apart from the small pub. 

6. Manor Barn is a large venue.   Functions there can be 250 or 200 in capacity.   
This makes the impact on the local community greater than smaller venues. 
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7. I am aware that farms are encouraged to diversify and am happy for daytime 
events, eg corporate functions which in my experience do not necessitate a 
licence. 

 
Overall, I am afraid that granting the Manor Barn a full licence for seven days per 
week, 1200 until 00.00 would threaten the quality of life of the villagers and indeed 
our way of live in this small village. 
 

Representation 14 

further to my e-mail of Sunday re Manor Barn Harlton. A Premises Licence would 
allow the sale of alchol outside the barn and adjoining Manor Farm House garden 
and could cause disorder. Certainly there would be loud vocal noise which would be 
a nuisance to near neighbours .The provision of outside music - live or recorded - 
would also be unacceptable. The extra NOISE from outside alchol drinking and 
music would be unacceptable and would be a public nuisance. The barn is central to 
the village - there would be no escaping. Public safety - there is an unfenced pond 
next to the barn and this might cause a problem if drinks were allowed outside for 
consumption. therefore sale of alchol for consumption inside and OUTSIDE, live or 
amplified music OUTSIDE would be intolerable and is UNACCEPTABLE Both would 
be a public nuisance. 
 
. 

Representation 15 

 
 
Prevention of Public |Nuisance 
 
Regarding the application for the licence to have live and recorded music midday to 
midnight every single day of the year.  I feel that is too much to ask.  We are a small 
village and sound travels extensively.  With the barn situated near the middle of the 
village music could possibly be heard by nearly every household.  I know that the 
barn has had insultation/soundproofing put on walls but would enquire whether any 
soundproofing has been applied to the tin roof of the barn.  Also, I do feel that all 
music should cease by 11.30pm, as is the case with many venues.  If music is 
allowed to continue until midnight, then the noise of the attendees leaving the 
premises would possibly carry for at least another half hour.  Another point is that the 
premises are very closed to our village church.  Should loud music be played inside 
or outside on a Sunday this could impact on the church services, and anyone going 
into the church for some quiet, reflective time. 
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Public Safety 
 
The parking area is within the farmyard and it would ne reassuring to know that there 
is a safe footpath from the parking area to the barn, not on the public highway. 
Historically during some fitness classes, parking has been outside the barn and on 
the Washpit Lane.  As this is a narrow lane, it has made it difficult to use the road 
safely. 
 
 
 
 

Representation 16 

My wife and I have reviewed the notification of new premises licence that was sent to 
us on 8th July and have the following comments: 
We are concerned about the frequency (every day) of the proposed permission, and 
also the length of time the premises plan to be open each day (09.00 - 00.00). 
Currently the Barn is used only occasionally, but on each occasion we hear the 
events in the Barn, both from inside our house and in our garden. Some events 
seem louder than others. Perhaps this varies as to whether the music is from a disco 
or alive band. Perhaps it varies because sometimes the Barn doors are open, 
sometimes closed. The most irritating even are often when the music is 
accompanied by loud singing and shouting from the guests. 
 
While we are quite prepared to accept this on the odd occasion, as we do now, the 
idea that this may be a regular occurrence (daily? weekly? fortnightly?) is bound to 
test our tolerance levels. We will have to sleep with windows closed, even on warm 
nights, to dull the noise, and pacify our dog who barks at the noises. 
 
This we can tolerate every now and again, but to think that the peace of this small 
village could potentially be shattered any and every night of the week is something 
we must strongly object to. 
 
One last thing to mention, at a village meeting regarding the Barn some years ago, 
with all parties in attendance in a full Village Hall, an incidence of antisocial 
behaviour was explained to the members of that meeting which had occurred off the 
Barn premises, so we remain concerned at the ability of the applicants of this 
planning to contain incidents of antisocial behaviour. 
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Representation 17 

I am emailing with our household’s representations regarding the application for a 
new Premises Licence for The Manor Barn, Manor Farm, Washpit Lane, Harlton, 
Cambridgeshire, CB23 1EY, to allow for sale by retail of alcohol for consumption 
both on and off the premises as well as the provision of live and recorded music both 
indoors and outdoors. 
 
In objecting to this application I would like to refer to a previous application 
(Reference Number 1121045, Manor Farm, Washpit Lane, Harlton, Cambridge, 
Cambridgeshire, CB23 1EY, Change of Use of Barns to Wedding/Conference venue, 
together with car parking, associated landscaping and ancillary works – Appeal 
Dismissed, 19 Mar 2012). 
 
This planning application was refused at appeal on several points, one on the 
grounds that Harlton is a rural setting and not befitting a venue that was intended to 
be frequent, loud, which could create pubic disturbance and disorder. It has been 
noted previously, on record, that events at this venue have caused unacceptable 
levels of noise, public disturbance and crime and disorder in it’s history of operation 
under a temporary event notice. 
 
Concerns were also acknowledged during this planning application that the ability to 
limit noise was not sufficient due to the close location of the venue to a considerable 
number of dwellings and due to the fact that because the barn is a listed building, it 
was not possible to mitigate noise pollution via the thin metal roofing. Neither was it 
possible to limit the noise from the required externally installed air conditioning unit, 
or the noise from the smoking visitors who were required to spend time outside the 
venue. It was also noted that considerable noise pollution was experienced, and 
would be continued to be experienced by villagers as the barn doors were opened 
each time to allow ingress and egress for visitors wishing to go outside to smoke, or 
just go outside to enjoy the fresh air and views – an aspect which is marketed as an 
asset of the venue. 
 
This new  Premises Licence application to significantly increase the number of 
possible events as well as increase the flow of alcohol does not marry well with the 
conclusions of the previous planning application, namely that this sort of venue and 
activity is not befitting the rural nature of Harlton and its residents. And even though 
the applicant claims event numbers will not rise, if their application is, as stated in the 
application, as a result of needing to increase revenue due to difficult times, are we 
to believe they will not turn down business? If the licence is granted to allow events 
seven days a week throughout the whole year, there will be nothing to halt this or 
mitigate it’s detrimental effects on the village. 
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We see nothing from the new proposal which in any way makes an effort to mitigate 
previously acknowledged concerns: if anything this new application is a step further 
towards an even less tolerable and reasonable situation.  
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South Cambridgeshire Hall  
Cambourne Business Park  
Cambourne  
Cambridge  
CB23 6EA  
www.scambs.gov.uk  
03450 450 500  
 

 

 
Internal Memo       Date: 30 July 2020 

 
TO: Licensing Team 
 
FROM: Health & Environmental Services  
 
SUBJECT: Application for a Premises Licence 
 
ADDRESS: The Manor Barn, Manor Farm, Washpit Lane, Harlton, Cambridgeshire, CB23 1EY. 
 
REF: 378402 
 

 
I have checked the application relating to the above premises. From an Environmental Health point of 
view, I have the following comments: 
 
From reviewing our Environmental Health complaints database, there are no records of formal 
nuisance complaints having been made to this department relating to activities at these premises. 
 
I would suggest that the Licensing Team contact the applicant and discuss the end time of alcohol 
sales and the closing time of the events. Currently both times are the same. I recommend that the 
alcohol sales finish 30 minutes prior to closing to allow customers time to finish their drink(s). 
 
The applicant notes that the premises is to be used up to 30 days per year in parts of the application. I 
suggest that the Licensing Team contact the applicant and discuss adding this as a condition to the 
licence under the Prevention of Public Nuisance section. 
 
The Prevention of Public Nuisance section of the Licensing Objectives page mentions the closing of the 
main large doors by 11pm (or earlier depending on the temperature). I suggest the Licensing Team 
contact the applicant to amend the sentence, so that it clearly shows that the doors will be closed at 
11pm at the very latest (excluding for access/egress if no other is available). 
 
Due to the above, I have no adverse comments to make regarding this application. 
 
Kind regards 
 
 
Environmental Health Officer 

APPENDIX  F
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